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ROLLINS SANDSPUR
THE ROLLINS SANDSPUR, WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

January 20, 1967
</

Pres. McKean Reveals
New Era Of Expansion
Rollins College is moving swift- search can be conducted in the
ly into a new era in which it will p r e s e n t inadequate structure
become a source of supply of seems to me a clear indication of
urgently needed men and serv- what will be accomplished when
ices, according to Hugh F. Mc- the new A. G. Bush Science CenKean, President.
ter is completed.
Speaking to the Winter Park
Much of the progress being
Rotary Club, he said, "Rollins made at Rollins is due, of course,
has been looked on for many to major grants by the Roy E.
years as a leader in undergradu- Crummer Foundation and the
ate arts and sciences education. late Archibald G. Bush, and from
It is now producing well trained those who loved Mr. Bush and
business executives. Its pre-med, respected his wishes. In addition,
pre-engineering and pre-law pro- the support from such local fargrams are sending a s t e a d y seeing institutions as the Winter
stream of candidates to profes- Park Federal Savings and Loan,
sional schools.
The First National Bank of Win"Rollins faculty are already ter Park, The Commercial Bank
carrying on research for the Na- of Winter Park, and the Citizens
tional Science Foundation and National Bank of Orlando, are
serving as consultants to business making significant contributions
The $3.5 million A. G. Bush Science Center, to be built on Interlachen at Fairbanks Avenue, w i l l be the
and industry.
to Rollins progress.
future home of much needed improvements in the science department facilities.
"But what is happening now is
only a trickle compared to what
will happen in the near future.
"The Crummer School of Finance and Business Administration has a capacity of 100 students in the f i f t h year. This
graduate school is making pheA gift of $615,000 to Rollins need for a science center in this
facilities in the nomenal progress already, and is
Advanced
only in its second year.
College was announced last area. He was well aware of the b u i l d i n g w i n i n d u d e . l g l a r g e
"Knowles Hall, the present scimonth by President Hugh F. Mc- fact that the Science Center s t u d e n t l a b o r a t 0 r i e s ; 20 laboraence building, has a capacity of
Kean. The gift was made in mem- would extend the 'brain bank' on t o r i e s a t t a c h e d t o f a c u l t o f f i c e s
15,000 square feet. The A. G.
ory of Mr. Archibald G. Bush and Rollins' campus. The A. G. Bush f o r p r i y a t e r e s e a r c h ; a 3 5 0 . s e a t
Bush
Science Center will be
was presented to President Mc- Science Center will be a fitting a u d i t o r i u m ; a i a b o r a t o r y for
almost
six times as large.
Kean by Messrs. E. G. Banks and memorial to a brilliant and far- g e l f . i n s t r u c t i o n 5 u t i l i z i n g t a p e s >
"The Bush Science Center,
seeing man whose life is and s l i d e s a n d p r o g r a m m e d m a t e r i a l s ;
scheduled for completion in 1968,
should be «n inspiration to a n a r e a o n t h e flat r Q o f fQT a s t r 0 ,
will have a total of 236 rooms,
everyone.
nomers' telescopes; a special
including 18 faculty research labThe $3.5 million Science Cen- s d e n c e U b
with
a
2Q 0 0 0 .
oratories, one lecture room seatter, to be built on Interlachen at v o l u m e c a p a c i t y ; a tiered-lecture
ing 347, and one demonstration!
Fairbanks Avenue, is the future r o o m s e a t i n g 1 2 Q s t u d e n t s . a
classroom seating 94. It will have
Hugh McKean
home of Rollins' Departments of c e n t e r f(Jp d i s p l a y i n g t h e n e w e s t
its
own
library
with
15,000
Chemistry, Physics, Biology and Qf s d e n c e t e a c h i n g e q u i p m e n t o n
volumes. It will have supporting
" ^ i s also of major importance
Mathematics. The building will e x h i W t b y m a n u f a c t u r e r s ( f i r s t
areas which will include a glass- that gifts from such national coralso house the graduate Physics s u c h i n C e n t r a l F l o r i d a ) ; a l e a d .
blowing room, an atomic nuclear portions as American Oil Cornprogram and the Science Fresh- s h i e l d e d s t o r a g e room for radioisphysics counting room, an x-ray Pany> Gulf Oil and the Esso Corman Foundation Courses.
.
defraction room, and a chromato- poration, Jordan Marsh, AmeriBush's $828,000 gift for the o t o p e s ' a P re cision machine shop;
can
Can
an electronics service center and graphic room.
> the Chrysler CorporCenter made possible additional individual study carrels located
ation
"This great science center
> the Container Corporation
financing for the scientific train- at strategic places.
which will have the most ad- o f America, the Continental Can,
ing and research facility.
The $3.5 million figure for the vanced equipment possible will t h e J o h n D e e r e F a r m Machinery
The architect, James Gamble building includes almost $1 milbe one of the great developments Corporation, the Ford Motor
Rogers IH of the firm of Rogers, lion for laboratory equipment,
in Central Florida. Its capacity Company, and General Motors,
A. G. Bush
Lovelock & Fritz, Winter Park, which includes the most advanced
can be imagined when it is re- a11 contribute annually to Rollins
W. E. Winderweedle representingsaid the working drawings on the scientific instruments such as a membered that you could march progress,
Mrs. Bush.
80,000-square foot structure will research laser beam and field ion the entire College, faculty and
'Rollins progress is due to the
The funds will be used to en- be completed before February 1, miscroscopes.
students, into it, and everyone wisdom of local and national
dow a Chair of Mathematics and 1967. ,
could sit down
businessmen who see the rewards
to supplement the building funds
"Rollins faculty is already con- t o themselves and to the country
for the $3.5 million A. G. Bush
ducting research in such fields as °y supporting independent instiScience Center to be completed
Atomic Spectroscopy, on the sur- t u t i o n s l i k e Rollins. As Rollins'
on Rollins' campus by 1968. Durface distribution of atoms on potentials become more thoroughing his lifetime Mr. Bush gave
tungsten, in plasmaphysics and ] y understood, I predict that supover $1 million to support the
If successful, the Bureau will in radio-active tracer techniques P o r t from businesses in central
By Mark Billson
College and its proposed Science
continue to offer these programs on certain compounds. The fact Florida will make it one of the
Center.
Provocative
questions
a n d w hich will put prominent faculty, that significant scientific re- great institutions in the country."
The Chair will be named in frank answers will initiate the administration, and student leadhonor of Mr. Archibald G. Bush, a first of a series of probing inter- e rs "on the firing line." Slated
pioneer in the development of the views held by the Rollins Speak- to appear in the near future are
3M Company, and a long-time ers' Bureau, Wednesday, 8:15 Bob Gustafson, president of the
resident of Winter Park and p.m., January 25, at the Alumni student Association, Dean Fred
House.
Hicks, Bill Renforth, editor of
Trustee of Rollins College.
Dean
Sarah
Howden
will
be
the
Sandspur, and Bill Blackburn,
"My husband saw clearly the
need for a great science center in confronted by a panel of four president of IFC.
One of the unique functions of
Central Florida. He firmly sup- Bureau members. The interview,
ported Rollins' plans to fill this "On the Firing Line," will be "On the Firing Line" will be its
need, which he discussed at modeled after the New York T.V. ability to express and mobilize
le
ngth with President McKean program of the arch-conservative student opinion and dissatisfacMd with me. It is a genuine William Buckley, Jr., who uses tion. The panel will transcend
satisfaction for me to use funds third degree methods in the in- social and political ties to probe
^suiting from his industry and terrogation of his guests. "On the what is really happening on
abor to give reality to his Firing Line" will change Buck- campus.
An objective query into the
freams," Mrs. Bush said in com- ley's format by introducing three
interrogators and a moderator (a state of affairs at Rollins is needmenting on the gift.
In discussing the gift President referee). The interrogators will e d. Those who desire an informaMcKean said, "Mr. Archibald G. ask pointed questions that will tive, enlightening, and enter- Construction is progressing rapidly on the new Charles A. DuBois
*ush was one of the first leaders mirror campus opinion and taining evening should not miss Health Center. Located at 570 Osceola Avenue, the building is the
"On the Firing Line."
j future home of all Rollins health services.
tf Central Florida to sense the curiosity.

A. G. Bush Gives $615,000
To Aid Science Center Plan

New Speakers Bureau Program
To Interrogate Dean Howden
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THE SPUR

SPEAKS
Seniors at the University of Minnesota are helping
faculty and alumni select a new college president, and
other colleges around the country have procedures for
student evaluations of teachers.
Undergraduates at Harvard even publish "The Confidential Guide to Courses" in which the course and the
professor are evaluated for the newcomer according to
a concensus from students who have had the course.
These are valid approaches to improving the education offered at an institution. The concept is that the
student is the customer and he has a right to appraise
the merchandise he is buying.
Actually, the grading of professors gives the faculty a break. The energetic professors who work to produce a comprehensive and interesting lecture usually receive no reward other than satisfaction for their labors.
A manufacturer who consistently produces a superior
product is rewarded by increased sales over his com- /
petitor. But the professor who consistently produces a
superior lecture gets no more reward and no more
recognition than the instructor who runs a mediocre
classroom.
Dear Editor:
The only standards now in effect for evaluation of
With the start of the new currculum, deferred rush
a professor's qualifications seem to be his productivewas adopted by the faculty and administration on the
ness in writing and his ability to get along with his
Rollins Campus. This system was adopted for two reaSuperiors in the academic hierarchy. These standards,
sons. The first was to give the incoming freshmen more
unfortunately, are incongrous with his job. The proof a chance to direct their energies to the more stimufessor with the highest production level in publications is
lating curriculum. The second was to give the fraternities
sometimes the one left with the least time to devote to
and sororities a better chance to look over the pledge
the students.
class and visa-verse.
The chief argument against student evaluation of
According to this deferred system, freshmen are
instructors is thai the professors will be thrown into a
not
allowed
to attend any upperclass activites or parties,
popularity contest that will sacrifcie educational efsince
automobiles
are illegal for them to drive, there
fectiveness. However, surveys of other schools where
seemed
to
be
only
be one altermative for them — acaprofessor evaluation has been successfullf employed
demics.
show that students receiving the highest grades many
However, the primary reason of study did not actimes gave teachers lower evaluations than those recomplish its projected goal as effectively as planned.
ceiving poorer marks. This emphasizes the point that stuThe Administration Building refuses to release the comdents, for the most part, are not out for revenge. They
parative
figures of last year's first term freshn en with
are fair in their judgments and are not to be underthis
year's,
but it has been noticed that several more
estimated as one source of teacher evaluations.
students
made
their 6.0 averages this year than last.
Teaching is probably the only organized function in
This
is
no
surprise,
however, when one realizes that
society that has no provision for effective evaluation.
the
Class
of
1970
is
the
best - prepared class by far in
At the end of this term the Rollins Student Council
the
history
of
the
college,
according to College Board
took a step forward in striving to implement a program
scores,
high
school
academic
records of the class and the
of faculty evaluation on this campus. However, the
admissions
office,
they
are
excluded from the college
acknowledged and obvious benefits of this program will
at
a
time
when
it
is
most
crucial
that they be included,
be denied if, as some faculty members have suggested,
that
is,
the
first
term
of
their
first
year at college. It's
the unfavorable evaluations of some teachers are not
not
fair
to
set
a
quarter
of
the
student
body apart from
made public.
the
rest
of
it.
Such reasoning would be deletrious to a program of
Other problems, such as freshmen not being able to
professor evaluation and inimicable to the best interattend
varsity athletic contests at OJC or away at other
ests of the students.
schools,
because of their being forbidden to ride to them
We hope all students will give the student council
with
upperclassmen,
also seems absurd.
the support it deserves in presenting a full and meaning
It
is
only
fair
to
the freshmen then to have open
professor evaluation survey to the college.
rush commence after pledge Sunday, even for those who
EDITOR
Bill Renforth
did not make their 6.0 average, instead of after Spring
MANAGING EDITOR
Dave Lord
Vacation, as originally planned.
PERSONNEL
Bill Jackson
It's time that the freshmen should be convinced that
LAYOUT
Pam Dixon
they are part of Rollins College and not merely attendSPORTS EDITOR
Bob Richardson
ing classes here.

- Super Sunday?-

Letters To The Editor

ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
Jay Wood
NEWS EDITOR
Pat Crowley
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
Heywood Cooper
FEATURE EDITOR
Jean Colvin
ASST. FEATURE EDITOR
_ Janet Wolf
BUSINESS MANAGER
Gary Dering
ASST. BUSINESS MGR
Ted Staley
ARTIST
Gary Lavan
ASST. ARTIST
Carol Dubois
ASST. ARTIST
Cliff Montgomery
CIRCULATION
Jim Hardee
ASST. CIRCULATION
Polly Perrot
TYPISTS
Lynn Bruch, Scotty Pugh,
Kathy Busby, Marilyn Mueller
FACULTY ADVISER
Gary Ser

STAFF: Jock Mcintosh, Barbara Lawrence, Josie
Bidgood, Jack Ceccarelli, Mike Stone, Al Hollon, Sue Skinner, Carole Conklin, Niente Ingersoll, David King, Tom Sacha, Leslie White,
Sandy Sulzycki, George Kuta, Brian Smith,
Ferd Starbuck, Jane Santamaria, Julie Wolf,
Jan Whiting, Linda Stauderman, Jane Blalock,
Laura Barnes, Jay Wood, Ed McNair, Bill Hartog, Carolee Kingan, Carter Recer, Sue Glenn,
Sunny Edwards, Rick Mello, Barb Parsky, Bernard Jarman, Brian Baker, Sue Probasco, Nancy
Hopwood, Bob Shealor, Dorman Barron, Larry
Phillips, Bob Chandler, Norm Gerstein' Mark
Billson.
Published weekly at Rollins College, Winter Park,
Florida, by The Winter Park Sun Herald. Publication
office: Student Center basement. Entered as second
class mattr November 14, 1925, at the Post Office at
Winter Park, Florida, under the act of March 3, 1879.
Subscription -price — $3.50 two terms.

Looks like with the new year, Jim Hardee b
turned over a new leaf — no more t-shirts.
Ready sororities? Get out some more disecting to
— open rush starts in just two weeks.
Don Daus — Welcome Back! — Last fling before
marriage?
Dave King - looks like his head was used for %
soccer ball.
A special fund drive will be held in the union Sat
urday for Dave Nix in order to finance a new pin fM
Ann Moninger — she's wearing George Scarlets now.
A new course will be offered next term for Greg
Albertson — A six credit study on "How to tell time" ^
Maybe Doug Hurr should take it too, along with
Mechanics 101.
This is the World calling Ann Wooten!

The junior member of the "Dynamic Duo," Asst. Dean
Robert Kirouac is pictured in deep meditation — Is Thsi
How You "Lick" campus problems?

JOKE OF THE MONTH: Baker and Harper.
Jean Bacchiocchi: Karate au gratin.
Congratulations to Dennis Frankenberry for recently winning a "Home Beautiful Merit Award" for
standing? housekeeping.
NOTICE: The Lambda Chis will be holding another
"Foreign film festival" next month — only this time:
have to bring your own roast pork!
From a random selection of names of Rollins i
dents, The Grapevine Travel & Tours Inc. has
Nash Broaddus as the winner of a two week visit
Bob Heinemann.
Congratulations go to Chas Schoene on his recently
signed bonus contract with the Joey Chitwood Thril
Driving Show. . .
How did Gregory spend celebrate her birthday?
We are happy to announce that an updated t£
off of one of the late Ernest Hemingway's most famous
stories is now being researched, and will soon go to
press. It's called "The Old Man and the Students".
Signed
Dick Meyers has been voted "Best performance for
100 Freshman
a Saturday Night" by a panel of critics.
Under the new "Deferred deferred" rush rules, a
Dear Editor:
student could rush for four years and still never make
Among a number of attractive features to be noted the grade — Wouldn't that be swell?
by the prospective freshman in the 1966-67 Catalog, is
Tune in next week for another column of fact
the amateur radio station listed on page 56 as being in filled, rib-tickling, knee-slapping, tear-jerking SMUT'11
operation from October until June.
the next edition of THE MUCKRAKERS GAZETTE.
I feel that the Administration must not be sufficiently aware of the status of the station or they would have
done something about the situation.
It seems a shame to have the potential value of this
expensive equipment lost for the want of someone in
authority to authorize just one room for a station location.
Editors:
An operative station would enhance the morale of
Our college is well-known throughout the camp"
many students by permitting them to talk to their par- and community for presenting outstanding, famous, an
ents over the set while a Rollins amateur operated the occasionally, controversial national figures to sP.ea
station.
their respective fields. This is a laudable and enlign(
There are about 250,000 amateurs in the United ing function which Rollins can well be proud of.
States, a high percentage being high school students who
However, there is a slight hitch here which m°
will be next year's freshmen. One would be surprised people probably fail to realize but which for a minM
at how many of these would hear of the college over the of us is proving more than slightly irritating. WhylS
air while the station was being operated.
that almost invariably our speakers of late are of
Amateur radio is one of the best foreign relations finitely democratic, even decidedly leftist lean11 ^
that we have available. We have friends that we have Why can't we hear the other side of the story The
made in foreign countries just by radio. We have never RIGHT side?
*
met them personally but our son and daughter have as
I am not trying to sound like a "cry-baby" or a
they received invitations to spend weekends in their tant rightist, but not all of us have democratic poh ^
homes while visiting England and Germany.
feelings. Isn't equal representation a basic t e n e ^ p
I wonder if the Administration cannot take a little democracy? I certainly think so, and I hope that B
time and use a little ingenuity so they may reap the will in the future bear this out before our fine r(
potential value here?
tion becomes slightly pink.

Letters To The Editor

Blair F. Fulton
K4NKI

W. E. S.
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Faculty Committee
Reevaluates Fiesta
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Student Council Reports
By JACK MYERS

The following report is a combination of both the December
12
' t 1 9 6 6 ^ d January 16, 1967
m
^ , . o t the„ Studl;nt " ' •
ScoUy
.
° r ! e n b e S a n J h e ">">"»'•
* ' ? £ $ • ^ 7 '"I " " J T "
<° t h * ™ £ l C H R S '
^ T
™ ' h * 6 0 academm average t h e
* ' „ ' ™v,-T b i a l l < T d t o 0P"
f/t* J ' ^ , , c ? ? T ^ " *
* £ E ? * i 5 £ ' 5 ? £ , £
Eligible freshmen will not be
allowed to use Rollins parking facilities at any time and must comply with all existing traffic regulations. The proposal was passed
by the Legislature and now waits
the approval of the Faculty Committee.
Greg Wandke gave an extremely informative beanery report as
usual. The beanery is planning to
^
*
«
new ^
y
^
'ntl
e
g oiled

What is happening to this These events will be improved
* s Fiesta is a question on the over last year's. Instead of just
y
„d of many Rollins students, playing Stetson in football, tenaSfKenlorth, chairman of Fiesta, five plans call for two other
? announced that the traditiom teams competing in a two-day
feent will definitely be held championship. The parade would
is year and that plans for a be moved to Saturday morning, a
l f W e e k e n d are now being time when more people are avail.
5 3 . President McKean estab- able to see it. Merchants in the
lished a faculty committee in De- town have agreed to enter floats
cember to study the future of the and other exhibits into the paSpring Weekend. After a slow rade.
Many new events are being addstart, this faculty group has held
several meetings and advanced ed to Spring Weekend. Examples
some tenative proposals. These are a Water Ski Show, a fireideas are the joint product of works display, and skits by the
faculty members, the question- different social groups on campus. The Water Ski Show and
naires, and the committee.
The first step of the faculty fireworks would be held on Lake
committee was to agree that there Virginia after a picnic on Friday
was a need for a Spring Weekend evening. After this, there wouW
of some kind. Most colleges have be a dance off campus with big d o t h s p h i n
t h e m gtruck
entertainment Thursday a g a i n w i t h h i s u s u a l c r i t i c i s m H e
a Homecoming or some special name
weekend. This weekend should be night highlights would be the g
^
^ doths be ^
a break for the students from t h e satirical skits. Following the big f e r e n t c o l o r g
academic pressure of the spring doubleheader in baseball with the B m B l a c k b u r n a n n o u n c e d t h a t
term. Spring Weekend will prob- University of Tampa Saturday c h r i s ^
.g
new Freshman
ably begin on April 27th at noon. night would be another dance Class President due to the inThis weekend is following Mid- with big name entertainment. eligibility of the former PresiPresident McKean's ball no long- dent.
term.
This event is a chance for every er is a part of Spring Weekend.
Chris Wilder then reported on
These ideas are all tentative at the progress of the Faculty Evalmember of the college to participate in social and athletic events. the moment but the cimmittee ustion Survey. There was an exThe Spring Weekend committee is hopes to have a good concrete cellent response from the stutrying to stress student partici- plan worked out by February 1st. dents who filled out the forms.
pation to all students at Rollins. If anyone has any ideas or com
The Miss Rollins Contest, Flag plaints, Bill Renforth would like
^ J ^ ^ ^ ^ Z
Football, and the Parade will tc•hear-them. J a r Jjpriag Week- ^ ^ ^ ^
^ ^ ^
^
probably be held again this year, end is your weekend.
/ final evaluation sheets for each
class should be completed in a
couple of weeks.
Bob Gustafson, President, then
proceeded by finally asking for
the long awaited Fiesta report.
The Alliance Francaise of Rol- the Court of Paris, in a civil Dave Lord began his report by
changing the name of the weeklins College will meet tonight at chamber.
8 p.m., at the Maison Provencale In 1961-1962 Dr. Sutton lec- end to Spring Weekend due to
on the Rollins Campus. Dr. tured at the Law School of the the faculty's dislike if the word
Genevieve Mazo Sutton, Lecturer University of Paris and in 1962- "Fiesta." Spring Weekend will be
on the weekend of April 28 bein French Civilization and French 1963 she taught French Language,
ginning Thursday at 12:00 Lord
Literature at Florida State Uni- French Literature and French
and the Spring Keekend Commitversity, Tallahassee, will give a Civilization at "Vanderbilt-in- tee have been working on new
lecture entitled "Therese Des- France", Aix-en-Provence.
ideas such as a fireworks display,
queyroux, une Heroine de Maur- From 1964 to 1966 she gave water skiing show, and an ailiac". Refreshments will follow.
numerous lectures on various aspects of French Civilization and
Dr. Sutton received her Ph.D.appeared several times on radio
in Law from the University of and television. She has held her
Paris in 1944. In 1949 - 1950 shepresent position in Tallahassee
took post-graduate courses in since 1966.
/
Social Sciences and Law at t h e
v
offers you
University of Chicago. From 1953
24-Hour
to 1955 she studied Psychology L i f e
Auto
and Sociology at the Institut de
Prescription Service
Psychologie of the University of
with
Paris and received her diploma Hadley & Lyden, Inc
4 Registered Pharmacists
in June of 1955.
905 Orange Avenue
also
Winter Park — 644-2209
In 1961 - 1962 she was sitting
Famous Brand Cosmetics
Judge at the Court of Paris, in a
All Forms of
in WINTER PARK it's
criminal chamber. From June to
December of 1963 she was vice
INSURANCE
President of the Court of Aix-enProvence and from December of
102 North Park Avenue
Contact JIM LYDEN
1963 she was Sitting Judge at
Phone 644-1025

Alliance Francaise To Hold
French Civilization Lecture

TAYLOR'S
PHARMACY

star flag football tournament in- proal. If these revisions a r e
volving Stetson, Tampa, one other passed by the faculty, there will
college, and Rollins. There might be then a general presentation to
also be a skit night in which each the Student Body upon adoption.
sorority and fraternity will per- Dean Hill, expecting more reform. A trophy will be awarded vamping of these proposals, asked
for the best sirority and fraterni- for a new Arbitration Committy skit. The main idea is to tee consisting of the Executive
create more participation by the Board and the Lower Court Presistudent body. There will be no dent, Tom Sacha.
formal dance during the weekend. This dance will occur at The final agenda was a proposal by Bill Blackburn. He asked
another time.
Sabra Whiting's salary request if he could have the power to
as Lower Court Secretary of change words in the proposals as
seventy-five dollars was approved long as the meaning of the sentences was not changed. This proby the Legislature.
posal
was approved by the LegisTom Sacha presented the prolature
thus reducing unnecessary
posed revisions to the Court sysdelay
in
the passage of reorgantem along with a new student
ization
proposal.
code. Fred Gittes added to the
presentation by explaining the
There being no further businew court procedure.
ness the meetings were adjournAt the next meeting, Bill Black- ed.
burn explained fully the ReorganThe Legislature would like
ization Plan. The changes in or- your strong support on the new
ganization of the Legislature and proposals of reorganization. There
the Court System will now be has been a lot of work and time
presented to the faculty for ap- put into these changes.

|F0R ALL YOUR PARTY NEEDS!
Fraternities and Sororities
Try Our DELICATESSEN
And BAKERY

FAIRWAY MARKETS
170 W. FAIRBANKS

KEGS AVAILABLE — ONE WEEKS NOTICti
LOW PRICE

Distinguished Conductors
leading

Outstanding Orchestras
on

JVWDOW
FULL FREQUENCY

ONLY

Start The
"WE CUT T O R E - C U T "

D. R. SMITH'S

BARBER SHOP
Two Master Barbers
to Serve You

OPEN 7:30 A.M. to 6 P.M
328 SOUTH P A R K A V E N U E

'^&?

$049

2

per stereo Ip
(mfr's cat. price)

Ernest Ansermet
Ataulfo Argenta
Sir Adrian Boult
Josef Krips
Rafael Kubelik
Jean Martinon
Fritz Reiner
Georg Solti
Albert Wolff

Personal

New Year Right

RECORDING

STEREO Treasury? SERIES

TAYLORS

Business

RANGE

The Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra
The London Philharmonic Orchestra
L'Orchestre de la Suisse Romande
The Paris Conservatoire Orchestra
The Israel Philharmonic Orchestra
The National Orchestra of Spain

With Professional
Laundry
Care

Buy Them On Park Ave.

By

J ANEL'S

WINTER PARK LAUNDRY

BOOKS —MUSIC —RECORDS

.

124 N . P A R K A V E .

Winter Park, Florida

161 W. Fairbanks

At

WINTER PARK

644-8077
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Bob Urges Change

Local Groups Hold
Interfaith Talks

This past Monday night, Jan- take the time to carefully analyze
uary 16, the Legislature of the both of these revisions, for they which is of great importance to
Student Association met for over are major steps in advancing our students as well as to faculties
When twenty-one inter-faith Lovell, Director of Orange Counan hour and a half to consider goal of better communication and and administrations of colleges community organizations a r e ty Welfare, Rev. Ben Franticelli,
greater participation on the part and universities throughout our agreed on one point it makes his- Director of Florida Christian Mitwo major proposals.
of the student in college affairs. country.
tory. The problems of this or any grant Ministry, Rev. Jack Davis,
One dealt with the revision of
I
community today are of such Executive Director, Florida Coun.
our present judicial system, and This is not to say that I feel
The
efforts,
therefore,
of
your
magnitude
and are so interrelated cil of Churches, Monsigor John
the other was concerned with the colleges should be student run,
Student
Association
here
at
Rolgroup by itself can Wells, St. Margaret Mary Cathot
h
a
t
n
o
o
n
e
over-all reorganization of our hut it is a reminder to the stupresent student government.
dents that they should have the lins have been to give to the stu- p o s s ibly make a dent in their lie Church, Rabbi Benno Wallach,
right to have equal representa- dents the much-needed voice and solution. These groups have com- temple of Liberal Judaism and
Both the iudicial and reorgani- tion in college matters. This form representation in administrative b i n e d f o r c e s i n presenting three Mr. Howard Phillips, head of the
Dr. -nu;n:—
Phillips w
Foundation
, . , . _to • give a -p*J»«^«
zational revisions were automatic- of voice and representation is to affairs. It is argued that we do programs designed
not
possess
the
maturity
and
indearer
picture
of
the
social
Organizations
invited to particially tabled because they are con- me, a part of the education a stustitutional amendments which dent should experience while in telligence to speak out for what structure of this area. These pro- pate by the Winter Park Methowill play a great part in bring- college. At present, this matter we think is right. With this I grams will not only be education- dist Church Churchwide Study
ing about a new and far more of a voice in college affairs is must disagree. I feel that the Rol- a l b u t a l s o m a y p o i n t t h e w a y i n Committee are:
powerful student governing body, one which has arisen all over the lins student is fully capable of a c w h i c h t h e com munity social ser- Woman's Club of Winter Park,
Council of Human Relations,
I hope that the students will United States. It is a matter cepting the responsibility of v i c e s m a y ^ be ttered.
governing himself and aiding in T h e first o f t h e s e programs Goodwill Industries of Central
the administration of college w a s h e M l a s t S u n d a y i n t h e W o m . Florida, Inc., League of Women
policy. For this reason we have a n > s c l u b o f w i n t e r P a r k , 419 Voters, National Council of
brought before the students two S o u t h I n t e r lachen Avenue. The Jewish Women, Orlando-Winter
proposals for more effective and r e m a inder will be held on two Park Chapter of United Nations
more powerful student governAssociation of the United States,
ment. I do not have the space to succsesive Sunday evenings at Orlando-Winter Park Branch of
7:00
p.m.
on
January
22,
and
29,
review these proposals in this
A.A.U.W., Orange County Group
to which the public is invited.
column, but this coming Monday
Slated for January 22 will be Action Council, Orange County
night, the members of the Stu- a panel discussion entitled "The Migrants Services Association, Ordent Legislature will submit these Church in A World of Social ange County Welfare, Rollins
proposals to their respective Revolution."
College, Salvation Army, St.
136 Pork Avenue South, Winter Park
groups for analysis. We hope that
Margaret
Mary's Catholic Church,
Dr. Paul F. Douglass, professor
all fraternal as well as non-fra- of History and Government and Temple of Liberal Judaism, TemAn interesting pin, necklace, bracelet
ternal groups will invite members
director of the Center for Prac- ple Israel-Conservative, Winter
or earrings can make a costume!
of the Reorganization committee
tical Politics at Rollins College P a r k Ministerial Association,
For that Special piece see our
to appear at their meetings in
United Church Women of Winter
order to achieve total clarifica- will act as moderator.
Museum Replica Jewelry
Park
United Council of Churchtion of these proposals. It is my Dr. Douglas is Professor of es, Orange County Council of
authentically reproduced by craftsmen i n
hope that the students will get Government and Director of the P.T.A., Winter Park Welfare Aseither silver plate o r gold electroplate.
behind their Student Association Center for Practical Politics at sociation.
Interesting gifts for m e n are created as
and push for a much needed re^ Rollins College. He is also a
The findings of this panel will
key rings, money clips and cuff links.
vision of their judicial, executive, Trustee of the Orange County Ofserve as guidelines in the final
fice
of
Economic
Opportunity,
from $ 2 . 5 0
and legislative systems.
Inc., Trustee of the National Rec- Discussion Period of the January
customer parking in rear
reation and Park Association, and 29 program when the basic and
open 10-5 p.m.
a member of the Committee on perennial question m a y be
Sincerely,
Housing and Urban Development answered in this project "where
Robert Gustafson
President, Student Assn. of the American Bar Association. do we go from here?"
A special invitation to attend
The panel will be comprised of:
Senator Beth Johnson, Mrs. Anna these discussions has been extended to all Rollins Student.
/
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McKean Appoints Professor
To Graduate School Faculty
Dr. Bert D. Nelin, a Senior Re- Chalmers University of Technosearch Scientist with the Martin logy, and received the degrees
Company of Orlando, will teach a Master of Science (1955) and
new Statistical Theory of Com- Doctor of Science (1959).
munication course in Rollins College graduate physics program.
At Chalmers, Dr. Nelin served
as a Research Associate and as
Rollins President Hugh F. Mc- Assistant Professor of Electrical
Kean announced Nelin's appoint- Science. After coming to the
ment to the graduate faculty. He United States in 1960 he was assaid the course would be taught sociated with Itek Electroproduct
on Monday and Wednesday even- Company and ADCOM, Inc. hi
ings from 8:10-9:40 p.m., begin-1965 he joined Martin Company
ning January 30.
His research activities have inDr. Nelin is a Senior Research c l u d e d advanced analytical stuScientist with the Information d i e s o f non-linear networks and
Sciences Laboratory in the Re- oscillations, the development of
search Division of the Martin a n e w type o f tunable crystal
Company. He was born in oscillator, studies on the perSweden, pursued his undergrade formance of various communicaate and graduate studies in t i o n systems, anti-jam techniques,
electrical engineering at the a n d origin and measurements of
oscillator instabilities and FM
distortion in telemetry systems.
*t^ ^
"
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Wedding Invitations
Monogram Stationery
Greeting Cards
Tiffany Silver
Baccarat Crystal
Linens
China
345 Park A v « n u « , North
In PROCTOR CENTRE

Phone 644-1796

Qbed Jfcmi

IN "PROCTOR CENTRE"

WINTER PARK

He is a member of IEEE and
has recently been appointed to
t h e i r Communication Theory
Committee.
The course Dr. Nelin will teach
covers probability, random variables, statistical averages, ergodicity, correlation functions, power
spectrum, Gaussain and Poisson
processes and random processes
through linear systems.

<&anu>A<i <?Aoj«, &*,.

QUALITY FINISHING
110 N. Park Ave.

Phone 644-2754
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Visiting Lecturer Explains
Christian Science Beliefs

God need not be a mysterious
In what he called this "era of only religion was strict adherand far-away being but can be highly complex problems," reli-ence to God, divine Life, Truth,
understood as a present, demon- gious faith "without an under- and Love."
strable help in everyday affairs, standing of God isn't proving Mr. Bowles said Christian
a Christian Science lecturer told adequate," he declared. "Humani- Science uses seven synonyms for
Rollins College students January ty is reaching out for solutions God, all derived from the Bible,
17, 1967.
to its problems. If religion really w n i c h describe God's divine namo
and
pe ple
ff^ end of deferred rush meant a enthusiastic welcome Trt^^tyJ™*?
™
T* °
^
" ^T- W ^ * m U S t t u r e a n d m a k e Him more under7
activities for freshmen women.
are finding they can't accept on come up with intelligent answers standable. These synonyms are:
faith a teaching that demands to the question, 'What good is Mind, Life, Truth, Love, Prinblind, unreasoned loyalty. They're religion?' "
ciple, Soul, Spirit,
challenging the concept of reliPeople "want proof of reli- He said Christian Science is
gion as mysterious or superna- gion's usefulness," he asserted, largely an educational system
tural," said Neil H. Bowles, "and they're entitled to have based on the spiritual and scientC,S.B., of Atlanta, Georgia.
proof."
ific facts contained in the Bible.
Mr. Bowles spoke here under "You study this Christ Science,
sponsorship of the campus this Science of Life, just as you
Christian Science Organization, would any other subject. Though
He is currently on tour as a mem-the study of it, you learn first
ber of the Board of Lectureship the true meaning and nature of
of The First Church of Christ, God, man, and the universe. Then
TW*
rr i a
t- r .-u Scientist, in Boston, Massachu-you learn how to apply your
Professor Karl Strauch of the s e t t s . T i t l e o f M s l e c t u r e w a s understanding of this Christ,
Department of Physics, Harvard « w h a t G o o d I s Re iigi 0 n?"
Truth, to the solution of human
University,
Cambridge,
Massachu«
enlightened
religion
setts, will serve as a visiting l e c - s h o Au l d t r pu rl ey s e n t a s c i e n t i f i c a n d problems, as Jesus did."
turer at Rollins Wednesday, Jan- l o g i c a l s t a t e m ent of what it asks
uary 25.
us to strictly adhere to or worHe will visit the campus under s h i p I t s h o u l d c o n v i n c e u s b y r e a .
the auspices of the American s o n a n d p r o o f I t s h o u l d a d v a n c e

Physics Expert

Visits Campus

Sorority Rush Ends With
70 Girls Accepting Bids

"Doc"0'Brien's
Pharmacy
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- 7 T \ * * » «
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was in the light of this underAssociation of standing that Jesus accomplished
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on Park Avenue
Vicki Anderson, Mary Aulick, ' _ m € m h e r soci eties of the
Barbara Bereensren Joanne Bur- ! . m e m D e ^ s o c i e t i e s ° f ™e cles. They were not miracles, he
^samara Jjergengren, Joanne cur- American Institute of Physics. , - . , " V . f- ^ e „ u
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b
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Phone Ml 7-1739
roughs, Margaret Cone, Roberta o t h e r mmem
areThe
'
°
e m b eT r societies
Corenman Evelvn Fidao Julia ?
• ™ .sofeties. f •• ™ "applied understanding of divine
uorenman, i^veiyn *iaao, juna American Physical Society, Opti- r ^ ^ 1^ i1a Gr«H
^ <y S t« „ „
ALPHA PHI
Frank, Jo Ann Gockenback, Susan c aall a^ietv
of America Acoustical P ™ ^ ^ o d ' onr g o o dnn' t o ? u m amn a, i l
iety
°America Acoustical r o b l e m s „ a n d t h e solution of
Paula Baldissard, Joan Britten, Hartwte Mollv Heiner Phoebe t ^ £
iPC ~AAPA. «His
Maria Dubourt, Linda Manieri, Hartwig, Molly Hemer, Fnoeoe society of America, the Society t *h e m mM BT>wnw
mS
Howard, Ann Moninger, Mary o f Rneo logy, American Crystallo' ° les added'
Joanna Styne, Mary Weiher.
Pritchett, Suzanne Vanderbeck. graphic Association, and the .
American Astronomical Society.
CHI OMEGA
PHI MU
Professor Strauch will give lecMargaret Arnold, Ann Baird,
LEAR JET
Elizabeth Banks, Francesca Car- t u r e s h o l d informal meetings
Linda Bradley, Cynthia Burke, uso, Cheri Dehner, Pat FraunberSTEREO
w i t h students, and assist faculty
Mary Jane Green, Elizabeth Ingle, Weissman.
ger, Cheryl Gallipeau, Miriam m e m bers with curriculum and reRebecca Klamer, Carol Wilson.
TAPE
Howe, Sandra
Jetton,
e a r c h problems. Arrangements
PI BETA
PHI Lorraine sPhysics
at Rollins College.
Kyle, Nancy Wayman, Ellen f o r h i s ^^ a r e being made by
PLAYEKS
GAMMA PHI BETA
Karen Bachmann, Leslie Brown, Professor
highK a r l strauch,
John aS.leading
Ross, ChairJosephine Argeaux,
Jenifer Leslie Hoffmann, Leslie Johnson, *man
physicist,
has
been
Proner gy of
the Department of
FOR
L. A . DODSON, P R E S I D E N T
Booth, Meave Brennan, Mary Car- Linda Long, Susan Lynch, Karen fessor of Physics at Harvard Uniter, Christine Colmore, Linda Payne, Nancy Rawls, Susan Taul- ^ersity since 1962.
CARS
Hamilton, Susan Hobbie, Katha- hee, Jane Thompson, Suzanne professor Strauch has investirine Hubbard, Eugenia Anne Traylor, Lucia Turnbull.
/ * a t e d the structure and properTAPES
ties of nuclei and some of the
strange particles, such as mesons
and hyperons, that populate the
2621 E. South St.
world of nuclear physics.
Professor Strauch was born in
Giessen, Germany, and attended
Willis Bodine, organist at the T h « 0 r g a n Vespers will con- sch ools in Berlin and in Paris.
University of Florida, will open tinue on a weekly basis with r e - H e received the A.B. degree from
the annual series of Organ Ves- c i t a l s by Catharine Crozier Glea- the university of California at
pers at Knowles Memorial8011' organist of the Knowles M e - B e r k e i e y i n 1943 and spent the
Chapel on Wednesday, J a n u a r y m o r i a l c h a D e l a n d S u s l . J e a n s » next two years in the U. S. Navy
tne
25 at 4:30 p.m
distinguished Austrian-born a s a n electronic technician.
Bodine, organist and carilloneur organist and musicologist.
i/
at the University of Florida, will
present a program of Bach's
famous Clavieruebung, P a r t
Three, published in Leipzig in
1739.
This collection, the first organ Earn University credits abroad plus your 1967 summer
music published by Bach, con- vacation at little cost. Let your normal university club
tains a number of chorale preludes on the melodies of the contacts do most of the work for you. Your jet transCatechism hymns sung in the portation FREE. No extra-curricular effort required
Luthern Church. T h e y are from you on the trip. Write: Tom Turner, P. O. Box 59framed by a magnificent Pre- 2482, Miami, Fla. 33159.
lude at the beginning of the collection and a Fugue, known as
the "St. Anne," at the end.
Bodine is well-known for his
organ recitals in Germany and
One Block From Campus
the United States. He received Prescriptions Filled
e
Lenses Duplicated
171 W . F a i r b a n k s
his Bachelor and Master of Music
A
Large
Selection
of
Demesne
and
Imported
Frames
degrees from the University of
June Kremenak
W. P. Medcalf
Texas and studied in Germany 1191 Orange Ave.
Midway 4-7781
WINTER PARK
under a Fulbright Grant.
On Sunday, January 15, seventy
Rollins girls were pledged by the
seven sororities on this campus.
This event climaxed the three
days of formal rush which occurred last week. The activities
of the three evenings of parties
were held both on and off of
campus and ranged from informal
get-togethers to planned programs of entertainment.
Finally at 1:00 on Sunday
afternoon the rushees received
their bids. The list of sororities
and pledges is:

DODSON
AUTO RADIOS
SALES & SERVICE
425-5713 & 4

/

Noted Organist Will Present

Vespers Recital For Chapel

WANT TO JET F R E E
TO EUROPE NEXT SUMMER?

Ramsdeirs Opticians

Have You Made Your
Spring Vacation Plans?
Don't Hesitate
You May Be Too Late!
So Gravitate To

TRAVEL RITE TOURS
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Justice Named Baseball Xoach Of The Year
HOUSTON — Joe Justice, athletic director, baseball a n d
soccer coach at Rollins was named College Division baseball
"Coach of the Year" Jan. 8 at
the NCAA's 61st annual convention.
The 600-plus voting members
of the American Association of
College Baseball selected Justice
from a slate of eight district
nominees. Ohio State's Marty
Karow was chosen in the university division.
After guiding the Tars to a 23-9
record last spring, Justice was
voted "Coach of the Year" in District 3, stretching from Virginia
to Florida.
Besides registering Rollins'
best record since 1959, last year's
Tar baseball team won the Florida Intercollegiate Conference
crown and its own Baseball Week
tourney to earn trips to Ecuador
and the NCAA's Atlantic Coast
College Division tournament in
X

«

, ~.A

New York Citv
The honor is long overdue for
Justice, whose Tars have posted
a 381-218 slate against larger
schools since he took over Rollins' baseball program in 1947.
During Justice's 20-year reign
the Tars have captured five of 12
F.I.C. championships, reaching
the NCAA post-season playoffs
four times and the NAIA tournament on three occasions.

as dean of men and athletic di- Practice does not begin until
rector.
Jan. 30, but Justice talked to a
Among Justice's contributions number of prospects in a meeting
to sports are the introduction if last Monday.
speed-up baseball rules, establishment of Rollins' Baseball Week
Tournament, w h i c h annually
matches four top collegiate powers, and the encouragement of
intercollegiate soccer in Florida.
By Jay Wood
He has also coached an entry in
Last
week
saw the opening 0f
the Collegiate Basin League two
the
1967
intramural
basketball
summers and served on several
season
with
most
teams
shaping
NCAA committees.
up
according
to
pre-season
specuSeeking his 400th coaching viclation.
tory this season, Justice plans to
With assistant basketball coach
open baseball drills Jan. 30 with
about 35 prospects expected to Jim Brown joining dead-eye
coach Boyd Coffie, the Faculty.
report.
The Tars lost just two 1966 Grads look like the favorites in
letterman, pitcher Rick Shotwell this year's race. Superior reand catcher Chuck Olsen. Sopho- bounding strength and the able
more hurlers Gale Coleman and shooting of junior Scotty Green
Joe Lasorsa, both 4-1 in 1966,puts X Club in the cage picture.
Although it will be tough to
head a 15-man returning conreplace the accurate shooting of
tingent.
Baseball coach Joe Justice discusses prospects with Atlanta Braves
Also back are pitcher Ed Mc- Fred Suarez, Sigma Nu features
. _ , _ . ,
_
. .. .
«*,i.J—
Nair, infielders Bob Chandler, a balanced attack, the ball,
scout Zack Taylor, former Tar and St. L. Brown catcher.
Pedro Fonts, Don Phillips, Ken handling of guard Willie Flohr
and the return 1961 starter John
I n 1954
> i n f a c t ' J u s t ice fin- in baseball and football, and was Hill, Gordy Lynch, Danny Rosen Schollenberger to rate as another
i s h e d a c l o s e s e c o n d t o t h e Uni
named
"
to the All-State basketball and Ed Siemer, outfielders Dor- top contender.
versit
y of Missouri's Hi Simmons team as well. As a football quar- man Barron, Tom Flagg, Bob
The Delts, who appear to have
in
"Coach of the Year" balloting terback he returned three punts Gustafson and Bob Schabes, and
a
top-notch defensive ball club,
after tne Tars
catcher
Jeff
Burns.
battled to the for touchdowns in a game against
finals
of
also
figure to have a good shot at
the NCAA College Tampa, a record that still stands,
World
a
playoff
berth.
Series in Omaha, Neb., be- After a short professional basefor€ fallin
to
In
games
this week the FacultyS
Missouri in the ball career and a wartime hitch J ™ * f ; r p
TnVltPS
Grads
downed
the Delts 64-51 and
title game.
in the Navy, Justice returned to * Baseball^ coach" Tand
- Tathletic
T ^ * diA 1940 Rollin
Sig
Ep
60-33
with
Coffie hitting
s graduate, Jus- Rollins as assistant football rector Joe Justice extends an infor
33
and
32
points
respectively.
tice earned All-America honors coach in 1946 and took over the vitation to all Rollins men wtih
spring.
Van
Lawrence
paced
Delta Chi
baseball program the following baseball experience, asking them
Since that time he has coached
with 19 markers, while Tom
football, basketball, baseball, golf to contact him at the athletic of- Eaton led the Sig Ep attack with
and soccer teams, while serving fice about tryouts for the Tar21.
baseball team.
Green and Jim Oppenheim tallied 19 and 18 apiece to push the
X Club by the Indies 66-33. The
Indies forfeited to Sigma Nu and
KA failed to make an appearance
against the Tekes.
Next week's schedule finds the
Faculty-Grads in a pair of tough
contests, facing X Club Monday
and Sigma Nu Thursday.

Faculty-Grads
Cage Favorite

Edith, Fred and Dick Barnett
Welcome you to —

„, • J Harpers
••Ml TAVERN
LOUNGE

STORE

Clubbers Cppture
IM Tennis Title

539 West Fairbanks Avenue
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

Pencil Stripe
Tropical Suits for
Summer Dress-up.
Soft-spoken stripes to keep you cool, calm and collected. Tailored in Deansgate's understated natural
shoulder construction. The fabric: a well-disciplined
55% Dacron* polyester and 4 5 % wool blend. In
varied colors— all subtly striped. Also in solids and
plaids. From $75.00

START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT
With — Ultramodern Vacuum Clippers
For A Cleaner More Comforable Hair Cut

MORSE BLVD. BARBER SHOP
One Block East of Train Station
Winter Park
Open 8-5
Closed Wed.

Si£i

CENTRAL FL0RIDA

/ \
"srCL€^tr

OF WINTER PARK
3 4 2 Park Avenue, South

WINTER PARK MALL
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

Phone 647-3938

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
( T h r o u g h Jan. 1 7 )
W
L
Pet. Bhd,
3 0 1.000 —
X Club
2 0 1.000 %
Faculty-Grads
1 0 1.000
1
Sigma Nu
TKE
1
1 0 1.000
1
1 0 1.000
L a m b d a Chi
KA
0 2
2%
.000
0 2
2%
Delts
.000
2%
0 2
Indies
.000
2%
0 2
Sig E p
.000
This Week
M o n d a y — E a c u 1 t y - G r a d s vs. X
C l u b , S i g m a N u v s . D e l t a Chi;
T u e s d a y — L a m b d a C h i v s . TKE
K A vs. Sig E p s ; Thursday—Facult y - G r a d s v s . S i g m a Nu, Indies vs,
Lambda Chi.
j

X Club polished off Delta Chi
(3-1), the Faculty (5-0), the
Freshmen (5-0) and the Indies
(3-2) in the final week of the season last December to win the
the intramural tennis title easily
with a 45-4 slate.
KA (37-13), the Indies (26-14),
Sigma Nu (29-16) and Lamdba Chi
(27-20) round out the first division.
TENNIS
(Final Standings)
TV 1/ P e t . Bhd.
X Club
45
4 .918 —
KA
37 13 .740 i%
Indies
26 14 .650 9%
Sigma Nu
29 16 .644 14
Lambda Chi
27 20 .574 17
Faculty
27 23 .540 18%
Delta Chi
18 24 .429 23%
TKE
18 27 .400 25

' S LARGEST RECORD DEPT.

Classical - Popular - Jazz - Soundtracks
#

AMPEX TAPE RECORDERS

•

SONY TAPE RECORDERS

Complete Line RCA VICTOR
And SYLVANIA Products
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Cagers Carry 5-5 Record
On Road Trip This Weekend
Off to Rollins' best start in 11
years, the Tar cagers put their
5-5 record on the line this weekend as they invade Georgia for
games with Georgia State in Atlanta Friday and Mercer University in Macon Saturday.
Coach Boyd Coffie's chargers |
know what to expect from Georgia State's Panthers, having beat| en them twice 91-68 and 9549
| this season. Rollins has lost to
Georgia State only once in eight
ED MC NAIR
DAVE BUSSLER
encounters.
. . scoring leader
. . . passing king
An annual Tar rival since 1951,
Mercer's Bears moved into Wednesday night's game with Georgia Southern undefeated in six
games and boasting wins over
such schools as Stetson, Florida
Presbyterian and Florida SouthFront row (left to right): Dave Pearlman, Bob Chandler, Dick Morern.
TKE center Ed McNair grabbed Delta Chi finished sixth with 56 A three-week holiday layoff ap- rison, Ricky Loghry, Sterling Case, Frank Valenti; back row: Rich
three touchdown passes in TKE's points despite an ankle injury,
parently dulled Tar shooting and Westfal, Kim Kramer, Ken H i l l , Jim Murphey, Donnie Smith, Ed
Firing for 32 TD passes and 19 rebounding, so Coffie is contem- S i e m e r ' M a r k Stewart.
46-19 rout of the Faculty-Grads
Dec. 15 to edge teammate Dave conversions, Bussler won the plating a shakeup Friday night, but salvaged a 79-71 victory over
Bussler for the league scoring passing crown for the second possibly starting freshman Frank the University of the South. The HARRIS LAUNDRY
crown.
straight season with 211 points Valenti and Kim Kramer (6-3) in- Tars led by just four points, 61-57,
And
Bussler's six TD heaves in the through the air. Lynch tossed stead of 6-2 forwards Ed Siemer with 6:29 left, then scored seven
championship match boosted him 26 bombs for 166 markers, while and Mark Stewart. Junior Rick straight points for an 11-point
DRY CLEANERS
beyond Lambda Chi signal call- Sigma Nu quarterback Bill Jack- Loghry (6-3) move from guard to gap. Case hit for 25 and Loghry
er Gordy Lynch in the passing son accounted for 127 points.
forward to make room for recorded 17.
Washette — 6 lbs.
ranks, while Jim Ackerman League champion TKE boast- Valenti.
90c Minimum
Next week the Tars travel to
picked off a Bussler aerial to tie ed the top offense for the sec- Although outbounded 40-33, St. Petersburg for a rematch with
teammate Chuck Olsen for the ond year in a row, averaging 35.3 the Tar quintet edged a smaller Florida Presbyterian, then host F o r on c a m p u s d e l i v e r y
interception leadership w i t h points per game, while A League Biscayne College quintet last Tampa Thursday night in a FlorSee your campus a g e n t
seven.
titlist Sigma Nu retained its de- Friday. Guard Sterling Case, who ida Intercollegiate
Conference
BILL JACKSON
McNair, third in regular sea- fensive leadership with a 9.5- hit nearly 52% of his shots be- game.
Sigma Nu House
son standings, tallied 87 points point mark. Last season TKE fore Christmas but has managed
on 14 touchdown passes and three scored 36.1 points per contest only 13 for 38 since, led the Tar
extra points. Bussler logged 79 and the Snakes allowed just 7.5 attack with 19 points. Siemer and
markers on 12 six-pointers and markers each game.
Donnie Smith contributed 14 and
Thanks for your business . . .
seven conversions.
T E A M SCORING
12 each.
(Pull Season)
Defense
Tuesday night Stetson dominatSigma Nu's Cliff Montgomery,
Offense
G P t s . A v g pts. ATB. ed the backboards 57-28 and led
Grad Chuck Olsen and Lambda
4. T K E
9 318 35.3
149 12 3
Chi's Bob Gustafson round o u t L a m b d a Chi 8 258 32.3 111
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6 32
32!o closer than four 41-37 with 18:41
SCORING
(Full Season)
left in the game.
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d - Bussler (TKE)
DELAND — Stetson took a, M o n t g o m e r y (SN) 11
?5 with 17 markers, while Smith and
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Loghry added 14 and 12 respecvantage of five interceptions plus oisen ( P - O
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stafso (
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The Tars closed their pre-

McNair, Bussler Take
Scoring, Passing Titles
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Tar Grid Stars
Fall To Stetson
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T h o m a s (DC)

Dec. io to crush Rollins' intra- Dering ( K A )
9
2
mural football all-stars 34-13 in a f £ S S
%
i
Challenge match.
Leedy (Fr.)
6
5
Stetson's victory evened the
CFSFKEL)
flag football series between the
TD PAT
two schools at one victory apiece. l ^ \ l c l ^
11
11
G)
15
A rubber game is slated during Coffie
Jackson( F -(SN)
21
1
Olsen
(F-G)
14
c
Fiesta.
IXTERCEPTIONS
(Full Season)
The Hatter gridders jumped to
Int.
a 13-0 lead midway throughfrom
the Olsen (F-G)
7
7
_.. , A c k e r m a n ( F - G )
second
quarter
on
passes
quarterback John Davis to Rick Montgomery (SN)
5
5
Webb and Milt Culp.
Duncan (LCA)
5
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Lewis

(SN)

Kollins CUt the deficit When Schoene (X)
Bussler
center
Ed bomb
McNair
of TKE
<TKE>
a 34-yard
to end
Terrylofted
Law
of Lambda Chi on the double
pass, but Davis bolted over from
the two just as the half ended to
give Stetson a 19-6 edge at intermission
After opening the third period
with a 19-yard TD toss from
Smith to McNamara, the Hatters
permitted Rollins just one more
score a 21-yard pass from TKE
signal caller Dave Bussler to McNair, while tallying a touchdown
and safety themselves.

56
56
50
49
41

Pts.
211
166
127
97
90

5
5

TD
3
0
1
1
1
0
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Tekes Take Slim
Intramural Lead

Christmas schedule in Augusta
(Ga.) College's Christmas Tournament Dec. 16-17. In the opening
round Rollins fell to taller Belmont Abbey College 80-67. With
Case and Loghry hitting 18 and
17 points apiece the Tars stayed
up with the Crusaders until Belmont Abbey pulled in front to
stay 46-44 with 15:08 remaining.
The Crusaders opened a five
point gap and Rollins never got
within two again.
In the consolation game however the Tars bounced back as
they canned over 50% of their
floor shots to crush Georgia
State 95-49. Case, who was named

to the all-tournament team, and
substitute Dave Pearlman pumped in 24 points each to lead the
charge.
After winning their opener 9382 over Union University in the
first round of the Citrus Tournament in Lakeland, the Tars
dropped successive games to Roa
noke College 67-65 the University of Tampa 83-78 and Florida
RolHns
0 6 7 O
Presbyterian 97-70 before res
*etson
o i» 7 s
34 407% points respectively
gaining the winning touch.
INTRAMURAL POINTS
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(Webb p a s s 34
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s? McNair J * £ ^
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jumped
infront
of Georgia State
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407%
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after
five
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200
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to
a
91-68 win. Rol307
149 43
115
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208% i i n s hit nearly 60% of its shots
115
sler
(Montgomery
pass
from Indies
56 43
152%
D e l t a Chi
Bussler)
237% to pile up the big margin.
104
133%
Stetson—Safety ( B u s s l e r d o w n e d F a c u l t y
S2 31
115
Phi Delts
228
The next night Rollins let 6-6
m end z o n e )
0 51
115
Stetson—Smith 17 n a s s from M c - Sig- E p
83%
center
Tom Ward tally 35 points
G r a d u a t e s 133% -50

818 SOUTH ORLANDO AVENUE
WINTER PARK

QUICK, COURTEOUS CURB SERVICE
COUNTER, DINING ROOM
CARRY OUT SERVICE

TKE earned 307% points by
winning the flag football title
and finished the fall term with a
26-point lead over defending
champion Sigma Nu in the intramural race.
Just 12% points further back
* the X Club, which breezed to
the tennis crown with a 45-4 recor
<* in match play. The top three
finished
with 446%, 420 and
13

Namara

(pass

failed)

Colonial DRUGS
New England
P h o n e MP 7-2311

Huilding
F r e e Delivery
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Girl Netters Rout St. Pete
and doubles matches. The Tar
girls defeated St. Pete 9-3 on the
road and have also beaten Florida State 10-2.
Only Kathy Blake and Jane
Butts were extended to three sets
enroute to singles victories. Miss

Rollins' women's tennis team
swept to its third straight win of
the season Saturday, crushing the
St. Petersburg Racquet Club 10-2.
Rollins' only losses came when
Mary Ann Foniri was forced to
withdraw from both her singles

Surprising Indie Booters Climb

Front row (left to right): Bill Rogers, J i m Mohan, Gene Shippen,
Mike Regan, Bill Howard, Evan Daniels; back row: Dave Bussler, Ed
McNair, Bob McCannon, Gale Coleman, Dan Pincetich, Nick Jones.

Blake dumped Patty Reese 6-3,
2-6, 6-4, while Miss Butts had a
tougher time bypassing Dasie
Shaffer 2-6, 9-7, 6-2.
Wendy Overton, Guiliana Peterson, Nona Gandelman, Lucia
Turnbull and Rheua Stakely
swept to easy singles wins.
In doubles action Miss Blake
and Miss Overton teamed for a
two set victory over Beth Bird
and Janet Vuille, but Miss Butts
and Miss Turnbull, Miss Stakely
and Miss Gandelman went the
full distance for their wins.

A surprising Indie aggregation Varsity regulars Robin Leech
surged into the intramural soccer a n ( j p e t e Klimley, several other
lead this week, defeating Lambda varsity substitutes and Craig
Chi 3-1 Friday and the Phi Delts Schmidt spark an Indie squad
4-0 Wednesday.
that has benefited from a numPre-season favorites X Club, be rof freshmen not eligible for Singles—Blake (R) d. Reese, 6-3,
Sigma Nu and Delta Chi are also r u s h . Schmidt and Klimley are 2-6, 6-4; Overton (R) d. Vuille,
6-2, 6-1; Birds (S) d. Foniri, 10-3,
unbeaten with 2-0 wins over Phi the only booters with more than 2-1
(forfeit); Peterson (R) d. McDelt, Sig Ep and KA respective- 0 ne goal, tallying three and two Masters, 6-4, 6-5; Gandelman (R)
d. Honeycutt, 6-2, 6-0; Butts (R)
ly. TKE tied Sig Ep 1-1 in the resr»ectivelv in two matches,
d. Shaffer 2-6, 9-7, 6-2; Turnbull
(R) d. Farnell, 6-0, 6-4; Stakely
week's only other m*+ h
Key game this week is slated (R)
d. Kester, 6-2, 6-2.
for 10:30 a.m. Saturday as the Doubles—Overton-Blake (R) d.
Bird-Vuille, 6-0, 6-2; McMastersIndies test Sigma Nu. X Club Reese (S) d. Foniri-Peterson, forfeit; Butts-Turnbull (R) d. Shafmeets the Indies Tuesday, while fer-Kester,
2-6, 6-3; Stakely-Ganyards for two more, leading this Sigma Nu takes on Delta Chi delman (R) d. Honeycutt-Farnell,
2-6, 8-6, 6-1.
charge.
Wednesday in important battles.

Bussler Passes TKE To Grid Title
Senior quarterback Dave Buss-Bussler tossed a pair of touchier, the league's top passer, fired down bombs and ran two and 24
six touchdown passes, three to
scoring leader Ed McNair, and
ran 27-yards for another score to
lead TKE to its first intramural
football championship ever.
The Tekes, who lost only to
Lambda Chi 20-12 in five regular
season encounters, polished off
the X Club 38-19, Lambda Chi
19-14, Sigma Nu 31-12 and the
Faculty-Grads enroute to the
playoff title.
Against X Club Nov. 30 Bussler
sparked a 19-point second half
surge as TKE wiped out a 19-19
halftime tie to advance to the
playoff quarterfinals. A week
later he gathered in a Gale
Coleman aerial late in the fourth
period to give TKE a 19-14 comeback victory over Lambda Chi.
In the other quarterfinal
match Dec. 8 the Faculty-Grads
scored on a six-yard pass from
Chuck Olsen to Pete Cowin in
sudden death overtime to hand
Sigma Nu its first defeat of the
season 19-13.
The Faculty-Grads jumped in
front on a Boyd Coffie to Jim
Brown pass early in the first
frame, then expanded a 7-6 lead
into a 13-6 gap on a 28-yarder
from Coffie to Cowin in the third
quarter,
Snake flanker Cliff Montgomery, who ran for the first
Sigma Nu score, hooked up with
Jack Zimmerman on a 67-yard
scoring toss in the final minutes,
then tied the game on an end
run to set up the overtime.
Jumping to a 20-6 advantage
through three quarters Dec. 12,
the Faculty-Grads withstood a
rally in the final period to eliminate Lambda Chi 26-19.
Again the Faculty-Grads jumped to a 7-0 margin in the first
frame and were never headed,
although Lambda Chi signal caller Gordy Lynch passed to Bob
Gustafson for one six-pointer and
ran for another to tighten the
count in the final frame.
Trailing 12-0 at intermission,
TKE exploded for 31 points in the
second Dec. 13 to bump Sigma Nu
31-12 for a title game berth.

Composer wants to know the score on '67 compacts

KKG Leads Chi O
In Women's Raee
Defending champion Kappa
Kappa Gamma holds a 40-point
edge on runnerup Chi Omega in
the women's intramural race on
the strength of its perfect basketball season.
The Kappas, who took their
fifth straight cage crown with an
8-0 record, picked up 230 points,
while Chi O (7-1) could garner
only 195. Kappa Alpha Theta
and the Indies, both 5-3, are
third with 150 markers apiece.

DEAR REB:

I'm a well-known composer, and I need a new car.
The trouble is, I'm just too Bizet to pick one out. And
what's more, many of the new cars I see are Offenbach in the garage for repairs. But I do have a good
friend who is pleased with his new '67 Dodge Dart.
He was given an excellent deal and Berlioz any
money on it. My Bach is to the wall. Can you help me?
LUDWIG
DEAR LUDWIG:

My advice is that you let yourself Ravel in the enjoyment of driving the sporty, all-new Dart for '67.
You'll find its Liszt price is a lot lower than you'd
expect. And even though it's longer outside and
bigger inside this year, Dart's still an easy car to
Handel.

3^u^<^

Here's the swinging, man-sized compact for '67 that's got three B's of
its o w n : Bold, Brassy and Beautiful. Dart has been completely restyled
this year, inside and out. It's longer, roomier, more powerful. But still at
that snug compact price. Drop in at your nearest Dodge Dealer's a n d
try it out for yourself.

Dodge
w

CHRYSLER
MOTORS CORPORATION

